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THE SUCCESSION OF HOUSE TYPES IN THE PUEBLO AREA

I N T ROD U C T ION

At a recent archaeologioal conference at

Pecos, New Mexico, the architectural traits manifest in

the various types of villages and pueblos for which the

Southwest has become noted were considered as. of much

importance as an index of growth and for reflecting the

life conditions or the southwestern Indians in their

several stages of advanoement. It is well known to

day that man's skill as house builder experienced a

long scale of development in prehistoric times,and a de

terioration in that art prior to the time of the advent

of the white man.

This study is undertaken in consideration ot

the fact that the stages in the art of home construction

can be defined in orderly phases of development. Under

normal conditions with a oertain form of habitation there

may be found other catagories which are descriptive of

that phase of culture. These catagories have already

been provisionally classified, but less energy has been

spent in a study of house types with a view of pointing

out the stages ot growth as indieative of culture growth.

The primar,y concern here is to trace the development ot



the habltation in the Southwest:. trom a simple to a

complex structure, pointing out the transitions in

torm that took place prior and leading up to the devel

opment of the true style of Pueblo architecture. The

proposed series is intended to be general and encoJll

passing only the great maJor transitions. Looal devel

opments and sub-types due to environment and regional

pecularities will not be consIdered unless where such

are deemed ot importance.

A pe�sal of the literature which has accumu

lated over a period of forty years relative to the hae

ltatlons of the Southwestern part of the united States

illustrates the multitude of opinions and ideas that

have been set forth in regard to the succession an� de

velopment of the homes of the ancient inhabItants of

that area. The "Clift-Dweller" oocupation was the first

to become generally and popularly known, because most

of the pioneer archaeological work was done in the well

protected clift-recesses which contained extensive pueb- �

los and which were rich in the cultural effects of the

people. The evidences of a previous civiliz.ation which

not infrequently existed below the standing walls of

the later occupation went unrecognized for many years.

The discover,y of the older culture, termed the Basket

Makers, led to a division of southwestern occupation
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and furnished two extremes from which the transitions (if

such existed) could be traced.

The topic has been treated from almost

every conceivable angle. ·Houses have been olassified accord

ing to their geographical position, according to disting-
j

uishing peouliarities, or to methods of constvuction. In

the list of excerpts from the literature bearing on the geni

sis of pueblo architecture which follows(�)a few of the earl

iest ideas are given.

See terminal bibliography for complete references.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE LITERATURE BEARING ON THE
GENISIS OF PUEBLO ARCHITECTURE

Gannett. 1879. p.GGS "There are .two classes
of structures. those in the fertile bottom lands and
those in the cliffs ••••

"

Cushing, 1886. p.474 "The earliest houses
are circular structures ot lava blocks. Rectangular
torms developed through crowding •••• Isolated single
story clan houses follow••••The people move<l into
cliffs and one clan house was set on another trom
lack of room••••

�

Bandelier, 1892, 1). 425 ItIn southern New
Mexico and Arizona and in the Sierra Madres ot Mexico
are cliff dwellings built without raterenee to the
curved form of the caverns ••••

w

Mandelaf!, 1894, p. 93 "The earliest habita
tions are single houses or small clusters on the mesas ••••

�

Ibid. p. 194 "The supposition that rectangular
rooms developed from circular rooms by crowding in a

eave is unneoessary••••
JJ'

Cushing, 1896, p.344 1tStructures like Pueblo
Bonito are derived from the cliffs. The shape was es

tablished 'from the eonfiguration of the caverns ••••
l1'"

Ibid. p. 349 "Cliff dwellings of the older
type are simple huts disposed separately along the
baok walls of caves. These huts became rectangular
because they were crowded together •••• tt

.

Ibid. p. 363 "There are two sources tor
pueblo architecture. 1) The round house, a product of
the cliffs. 2) The rectangular house obtained from
the Yumans. They merge in composite round and square
pueblos which are late••••

�

: prud<\en, �.1897, p.61 "Below C11ft-DY/eller
structures are remains which are difrerent •••• �

Cummings,1910 r.8 ttrn'the caves are found
'fiery crude structures olarge stone, WOOd, bark and
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grass, and the well built hO'\tSes ot roughly dressed
stone laid in clay mortar, or of adobe strengthened
with small stones, grass or twigs ••••

�

Fawkes. 1910. p. 393 "The g'erm of stone arch
itecture arose from the habit of dwelling in the caves ••••

•

Cummings. 1915. p. 1 "The term "Cllft-Dwellern
is used rather indefinitely in referring to the prehis
toric Indians o,f the southwestern part of the united
States. It really embraces three groups of people; t�e
early eave dwellers, who occupied the 'eaves as shelters,
building for themselves crude huts of rocks, wood and
bark, or excavating for themselves pit houses in the clay
and shale of the cave floor; the people who built for
themselves substantial homes of stone and clay in the
natural caves of the cliffs; and ,those who built exten
sive villages in the bottoms of canyons and on the mesas
about the heads of small side canyons ••••

"

I

Kidder. 1924, p. (The sequence adopted in his �

"Introduotion to Southwestern Archaeology")
" 5. Modern Pueblos

'

4. Prehistoric Pueblos
3. Pre-Pueblo Dwellings (rectangular

pit houses)
2. Post-Basket Maker(slab-walled pit houses)
1. Basket Maker (cists)

. f/
Ibid. 192}1 t p. 68 (Stages in Mesa Verde pueblo

growth)
4. Mesa Verde Pueblos (Spruce Tr�e House)
3. Multiple unit type villages (Agglomer

�tions of type 2 structures.)
2. Unit·ty�e dwellings (As desc�ibed by

Prudden)
·1. Low mounds with archaio potter,y.

Jeancon, 1926, p;2l4
6. Large pueblos, representing an agglom

eration of structures of type 5.
5. Small houses. 6 to 8 rooms representing

a conglomeration of single houses of
period 4.

4. Single rooms on surface,mason.cy" walls.
3. Pit houses, slab masonry
2. Pit houses, cobble stone v�lls.
1. Pit houses, walls of plaster on native

earth.
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Thus with this chronological series of state

ments, the progress which has been made towards solving

the :problem is well shown. Some theories and ideas have

had. to be rejected because objective evidence showed them

to be fallible, while others have been substantiated.

va th an inoreased lrnowledga of the succeed.Ing steps as

they occurred, those stages that followed were more easi-

,ly defined, so that at the present time the history of

the southwestern house is understood correctly, at least

in part.

The sequence or house structures that has been

worked out for the Pueblo Area is based on superimposed

finds, upon cross-dating and upon inferential evidenoe.

Rarely are more tha,n two types of dwellings f'ound., super

imposed and indeed it is an important event to �ind but

two structural types in related positions. The ideal

oondition of finding the entire suocession'in strati

fieQ remains will undoubtedly never be encountered, for

it would be just as unreasonable to expect that condition

as it Vlould be to look for the entire history of t:he

earth written in the formations of a single exposure.

Hence it is necessary to employ cross dating and the more

uncertain method of inferences and suppositions to form

ulate a working hypothesis rmtil parts of it are either

proven or disproven by facts.
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TERMINOLOGY

One of the graB, test handicaps in the archae

ology of the Southwest has been the lack of a universal

and suitable olassifica.tion'of the various ,reoognized

periods. Th.e literature of field Vlorkers would be great

ly clarified if' the �ermino1ogy could be made So more cer

tain and q.efini�e element.

A study of this kind is made in part with the

view o� establishing a nomenclature which,the writer feels,

fits and denotes the recognized periods of prehistoric oc

cupation better than any series ot names that have yet

been suggested. The' classification to be employed here

was inaugurated by Dr. Cummings and has been used v'ery

satisfactorily in the 'class room and in the research lab

oratory at the University of Arizona for the past few

years. A system of naming periods should logically be

based upon a single universal trait. Suoh a trait 'should

be one that can be recognized throughout the maximum elapse

of time, and preferably one that has had a progressive de

velopment at least through the,major portion of that time.

Everyone can subs:cribe to the ract that some form of hab

itation was used since the beginning ot southwest OCC11-

pation. Furthermore it is' evident that orderly advanoe

ments were made from the most primitive types to the mul

tiple dwellings of the "great" or "classical" period.
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It seems advisable, ,the:r;efore, to (Uass1fy the periods

according to the modes of this institution which ex

tends in some form through the entire reaLm of South

western prehistory.

The suggested classification recognizes

rour maJor periods. The first'and earliest of these is

the � Dweller Period which embraces .the most rudiment

ary house types. These have been found solely in shelter-

ad caves. Undoubtedly their counterparts existed in the

open as well, but due to the perishable nature of the

structure, suoh remains have not.been recognized to-day.

The chief implication of .the term "Cave Dweller" rests
I

on the fact that the cave was the prime element and that

the habitation was secondary. Few or no alterations

were made in the cave and practically no structural work

is eviden�. The inhabitants' of the lar�e ,clif� pueblos

had so greatly altered the caves with their houses that

they can·no longer be called cave dwellers, as they lived

in distinet houses within the caves.

The second. stage is known as the Early Pueblo J

Period. It embodies the circular and rectangular pit

houaes ,

The third or the Late Pueblo Period is' vir

tually that stage from well founded urban life to the

zenith of pueblo achievements through the time of de

cadence to the beginning of the Spanish conquest.
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,

The tourth and last period ot Modern Pueblos

belongs in the realm of history from the advent of the

Spaniards to the present time.

The classification ·of southwestern culture,
which has been in common use up to a very recent time, is

.

partly based on an individual art and partly upon archi

tecture. This introduc�s certain ne.edless: misleading qual

ities. The .originators of the terms have expressed them

selves to the effect that they were not well chosen.

Four maJor periods again compose the series.

They are: Basket Makers.post-Basket Makers, pre-pueblo, and

Pueblo. The ol�est people of whom we have knowledge were

oalled Basleet Makers, since it seems that their oulture de

Veloped the· art of weaving baskets beyond their other arts.

The following stage ·of post-Basket·Makers would indicate

that baskets were no longer being made but quite the oon

trary 1s the taat� To be consistant the culture following

the Basket Makers should. be called the Sandal Makers, since

the sandals of that period. excel.. those of all other periods,

Just as did the baskets of the Basket Makers. From this

point on, the terminology is based upon the arohitecture, the

first period. having b.een named. Pre"'Pueblo. Crt tieism of the

term Pre-Pueblo is based on the fact that an absolute and

arbitrary meaning is attached to the wor� pueblo rather than

a relative meaning. The Pueblo period, as in other classi

fications, applied to the sta�e of large communitles,through
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the period of decadence to t.. he present day. (1) This

table was abolished at -""the Pecos Conference at pecos,

New Mexico, in August 1927, and. in its :place the follow

ing nomenclature ot periods was drawn up. The two chief

divisions rest on two factors, the Basket Maker and the

"

Pueblo stages.

"Ba.sket Maker I or Early Basket Maker - a pos
tulated (and perhaps recently discovered) stage, pre
agricultural, yet adumbrating later developments.�

"Basket Maker II" or Basket Maker - the agricul
tural, alter-using, non-pottery-making stage, as described
in many publications.n

"Late Basket Maker. Basket :Maker III or post
Basket Maker - the pit or slab-house-building, pottery
making stage (the three Basket Maker stages were charac
terized by a long-headed population, which did not prac
tice skull- deformati"on). � \

"Pueblo I or Proto-Pueblo - the first stage
during which craniai deformation was practised, vessel
neck corrugation was introduced, and villages composed
of rectangular living rooms of true masonry were devel
oped (it was generally agreed that the term pre-Pueblo,
hitherto sometimes applied to this period, should be
discontinued) •

"
"

"Pueblo II - the stage marked by widespread
geographical extension of life in smal� villages; cor

rugation, often of elaborate teahnique, extended over
the whole surface of the cooking vessels.tt

"Pueblo III or Great Period - the stage of
large communities, great �eveiopment of the arts, and
growth of intensive local specializations.'�

(1) �Kidder, A.V. An Introduction to Southweetern
Arohaeology, Andover, 1924. pp. 49-79



"Pueblo IV or Proto-Historic - the stage
characterized by cpntraction of area occupied; by the
gradual disappearance of eorrugateQ wares; and, in gener
al, by decline from the preceding cultural peak.-

flPueb10 V Of ¥istoric - the period from 1600
A.D. to the present." 2

Time has not yet allowed the testing of this

classification. Its worth will be known after it has been

put to practical use. That the table takes cognizance of

a11 important culture phases. must b� admitted but it is

fea�ed that the numeral system of designating the phases

will prove to be misleading and not a.t a.11 sui ted for class

room purposes or general purposes.

The relative usage of the nomenclatures is illus

trated in the diagram on the tollowing page. The �riods

have been equated. as ·much as that was possible. It will

be noted th�t the suggested classification in the left

column is based on nouse structures throughout.

(2) �uoted in full from SCience, November l8,1927,vol.LXVI,
no.1716, p. 490.
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TABLE EXPLAINING- s:tELAT'''E USAGE �
NOMENCLATURES.

USEO AT UNI"Ii.�'TY or: C\."�S'F'C."'T'OH (OHftONLY <'M"ONttLO(iy (.MOOSE" AT
AR'Z,ONA US�O UP 'TO 9ECGIi CON�. pecos C.ON_£NCE

MODEI\N PUEBLO PEItIOJ) PUF8LO �
"••SE "oMAN V'LLAG-ES

PoST- Spt." ISM pueBLO 4f-
DeCADeHcE TO SPIll... T,"E

. ", �

LATE PUEBLO P£!\OD PUEI3LO �

PUE8LO PErtlOb
LARGE VILLAGeS

LA_E col1MUn ,1'1 es
IN C:1..'�f5 l oN MESAS

AND ,.. VALLEYS

EAIl\.Y PUEBLO PERaoD

PRr·PUE8LD PEIt\OD Pu&gLO .&
RECT�NGUL�I\ PIT uNIT-TYPE "ILLA.£S

,",OUSES

�n-BASKET t1AkEg PUE8LO ,
.....

eASt(ET MAI(Eg. 5
l\o"ND PIT MDUSES f)IT ttOU$ES

BASKET MAKE!\.
BASKET MAKER .&

CAVE DWELLER PlilOD

BA11(ET HAI(EB, .!.
L£AN-To S�£LT£_S HOU$ES lit"'""'"N
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C AVE D W ELL. E. R � E RIO D

The history of man's occupation in the

Southwest takes us many centuries into the past. The

o1dest evidences af his presence are to. be found in caves

which he utilized for she1ter,nat knowing how to construct

adequate shelters of wood or of stone for himself in the op

en. He was greatly dependent upon his environment for what

ever it might supply in overhanging rock shelters or cav-

erns which afforded. protection for his family and .for the :Coat.

he had accumulated. How long he was satisfied to exist thus

wi11 never be knowp,but his later stages Qf advancement are

proof of the ambition that impelled hi� to improve his con-

d it ions. The resultant steps 'of development, ranging :f rom

an humble beginning and terminating with the most elaborate

structure, can be traced by objective material.

The houses of the oldest recognized occupa

tion, that of the Cave Dweller, 'have been identified with

great difficulty because of the .obvious age and of· the

perishable nature of the structure. Quoting Dr.A.V.Kidder
(3)

we read the fo11owing; nThe houses of the Basket Makers

have never been identified,which makes it seem probable that

they lived in more or less tem�@rary struotures,built of peris�

(3)
Kidder, 1924, p.78
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able materials, and located in the open. Although they

did not live in caves, except perhaps during periods of un�

usually severe weather, they habitually availed themselves

of the sandy floors of the large dry caverns fen: the stor

age of their crops and for the burial of their dead ••••
"

By Basket Makers Kidder implies the earliest

people yet recognized in the Pueblo area which are com

parable to the Cave Dwellers. The assumption that the

structures were temporary and built of perishable mater

ials are logically correct, but in the light of data at

hand it does not seem likely that the houses, were always

located in the open and only temporarily located in the

caves'.

Morris avers likewise that the Cave Dwellers

had no houses, yet the stage of culture attained by the�
was farther advanced than that of some existing tribes who

have wel� built houses. The ma,tter of dwellings was the

first ooncern ,of these primitive people so that when de

velopments are already noted in other lines, w�e can say

with reasonable certaintt that some form of habitation was

also well established.

It is with considerable pleasure that we are

here permitted to eIte habitations of undoubted Cave Dwell

er origin which have been investigated by Dr. Byron Cummings.

As such, they are the oldest dwellings yet to be described

trom the Southwest and can therefore be placed as the basal
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type in the series. The following paragraph conoerning the

structures, and the cultures in general, of the Cave Dweller

perrod was especially prepared by Dr. Cummings for use here.

"That 'there was once a 'cave man' occupying
the natural caves of the canyons and cliffs �f Arizona
and Utah seems established beyond question. The remains of
their nests are found in the lowest stratum of debris in the
caves beneath the debris left by the Early and Late Pueblo
pe,ople, the latter commonly called 'Cliff Dwellers I. They
did not know how to build even primitive houses but construc
ted crude windbreaks of poles and brush or merely cravded. into
the backs of the caves and made themselves beds of cedar bark
and grass. They raised a limited amount of corn of the small,
yellow t flint variety and manufactured good s·plint baskets.
They seem to have been the earliest inhabitants of the high
plateau country. They were distinctly a primitive dolicho
cephalic people and show no use of.the baby cradle to which
the child w�s bound in infancy. The crania were allowed to
develop naturally and are markedly long-headed with a distinct
prognathism.tt

The writer of the above has also permitted the

use of an hitherto unpublished photograph which gives an ex

cellent idea of the type of structure that was emp1oyed.(Plate

I, A). This cave shelter was encountered in the course o�

explorations in Monument Valley in 1914. The remains of

four rooms or dwellings are. eVident. The exact position of

these was controlled by declivities in ·the cave wall, against

which a framework of poles hacl been arranged in lean-to 1'os.i

tion as a support for the final brush covering. These dwellings

ranged from 6 to 8 feet in diameter and the fl·oor p'Lan being if

regularly shaped was controlled naturally by the configuration

of the cave wall. They are, indeed, the most rudimentary type

of shelters that have yet been encountered, and as such they

can be cited as examples in a class of structures that were

greatly cont�olled by the environment.
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PLATE I

CPROTO--.r""'t.V"Ml"_
A. C4VE D\VE.LLE.1l HAS'TATlONS IN MONUMENT VALLEV

8. IlOUN-D PIT HOUSE IN SMALL CAVE

ADJO'"'NG VANDAL CAVE
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Undoubted� the counterparts of these cave

shelters existed in the .open valleys, but we may safely con

clude that the natural rock overhangs were favorite locations

for their natural protective qualities. For this reason, and

because the only habitations of this primitive' nature have,

been found in caves, the period has been aptly defined as

the Cave Dweller Period.

Unwilling to exist thus forever, yet unable

to build walls sufficiently durable to a comfortable height,

man's intelligence led him to the best solution of his prob

lem. By lowering the floor of the rOOm below the surface

level two or three feet a Sl1:perstructure could. readily be

erected of poles and brush with but little more perfection'

than the houses of the previous period show. This invention

marked the dawn of the pit-house era, which is deSignated as

the Early Pueblo Period.
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EARLY PUEBL{) PERIOD

A brief explanation of terminology i�

deemed necessary again here. Technical criticism of the

term "Early Pueblo Period" as referring to that period of

. development leading up to the complex houses known to-day

as pueblos, is based upon the contention that the primit-

ive pit houses were essentially not pueblos and that they

bear no relation to the compact pueblo of the Great or

Class�Qal Period of' Southwestern occupation. The rude,

single-roomed, rectangular shelter ot the Etruscan in the

plains of Italy is considered as the kemal of the elabor

ate Roman house with its atrium and peristylum which fol

lowed centuries later. Just s.O do the pit-house structures

of the Southwest represent the germ and' the fore-runners of

the true Pueblo architecture, which eventually developed in

to the large many-storied pueblo villages. Hence the "Early"

carries with it the idea of a Ttleading up tott or an ascend

anQY of structural types from the beginning of the use of

pits to a point when they were no longer in primitive stages.

Furthermore, ubless the original meaning of the word Pueblo

is to be so greatly altered that it applies only to the great

est architectural aehievemants it can a�so be co�rectly applied

to a loasly-knit village of pit dwellings. The appelation then

is not only well ohosen but is demonstrative for t.he period it

1s intended to represent.
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:aOUND PIT ROUSES

Stratigraphic evldenae has definitely estab

lished the fact that the oldest pit houses were circular in

shape. The shape can be attribute,d to purely natural reas

ons� Round structures were more. nearly like the primitive

ones just preceding, i.e., roughly circular in form; a

round excavation was more easily made than one of rectangu

lar dimensions - although that form waa apparently not known;

and the round structure has universally been over the world,

the most elemental and first type adopted by primitive peo

ples as a habitation.

The circular pit house has been reoognized /

in many parts of the pueblo area showing that its distri

bution was not especially limiter. A group of direct quo

tations will again serve to illustrate the general charao

ters, the distribution and the relative position with later

ru�s of the round pit houses.

Hough, 1910, p. 410 Reports a village of cir
cular pit houses at. Luna, New Mexico.

Fewkes, 1912, p.97 Ciroular structures at
Casa Grande, Arizona, walls and floor plastere<l with clay,
found unter northeast exterior wall of Compound B�

Judd, ·1916, p.64 Near Willard, Utah. Cir
cular structures with four center' posts, roof � willOWS,
grass and clay.

. Morris 1919, p.186 Circular pit rooms,
plastered walls which slope outward. House walls are of
vertical poles, inclosed in clay.
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"Judd, 1920, p. 66. Cottonwood Oanyon near

Kanab, Utah. 'Rectangular dwellings built above the remains
of a circular dwelling, apparently a round pit dwelling.

Judd, 1922, p. 400 ,Pit house sites near Pueblo
Bonito. npit"" house I is buried under the refuse of a stone
walled surface ruin. The pit room'is finished off by dampening
the walls of the excavation and tamping. " Six feet of river
silt had accumulated above the roof-level. "

To this must also be added the extensive

Round House village which was partially excavated by Dr. Cum

mings near Kayenta in 1924-'26; the circular pit dwellings

uncovered by the University of Arizona expedition to north

eastern Arizona during the summer of 1927, both of which are

here taken up in detail; and a pit house village uncovered
Ch4§.o

by F. Hoberts in � Canyon in 1927.

All authors who have been quoted concerning

circular pit ,houses, and others who have worked in them, find

fired pottery associated with the house remains. This has

been 'the basis for the statement that fired :pottery had al

ready been invented when this type of habitation was first

used. Evidence that round pit houses were employed before

fired pottery was known has been found in the Segi Canyons

by' Dr. Cummings.

During the summer of 1927 the writer was privil

edged to take :part in excavations in northeastern Arizona whf.ch

produced further evidences that pit houses were used before the

days of fired pottery. Vandal Cave, a large shallow cliff re- �

cess in which the house remains were found, is located in a

short canyon lying 'north and west of the Lukachukai Mountains,
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about 25 miles from Lukachukai Trading post. During the

course of exoavation four pit houses were enoountered, three

of' which were located in the cave proper and the f'ourth in a

small adjoining depress.ion.

The first of these, (Figure 1 ) was a little

over five feet in diameter, the floor being 26 inches below

the surfaoe. The exoavation proper,into the hard natural

fill of the cave. extended to a depth of 18 inches. A debris

accumulation· completely filled the structure and covered it

to a depth of 8 inches above the old surface level. Around

the circumference pole impressions an inch and one-half in

diameter w�re imperfectly shown, ranging from 12 to 18' inches

apart. In the room itself were found two incomplete poles

of' diameter corresponding to the holes around the margin ,

which, undoubtedly t were remnants of the frame work. These

poles showed a decided. ben�t suggesting" that they were drawn v

together at the top, forming a somewhat arched roof. There

was also found consid.erable clay, strengthened with cedar .bark,

bearing impressions of the po�es of the framework and brush t

that was employed as a covering·. A sub-floor depository a.

foot deep, neatly covered with a stone slab and concealed by

a covering of clay, was encountered along the margin of the

floor. Ent,rance. was obviously made from the side. In the

room were two gourd vessels, a ,fur rob�, breech cloths, bas

ket materials, a ball of paint - highly suggestive of living

quarters rather than a storage chamber. Nowhere, either in
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the room ahove it, were there :round any sh.erds of fired pot

tery, but, instead, several smal1 fragments of olay dishes,
I

tempered with cedar bark, unfired and bearing basket im-

pressions.

The second structure of' this type was 9 fBet

in diameter and had been excavated to a depth o:r 2 teet. Noth

ing was found in it to shed fU?ther light on the details of

construction. The third room was. 7 feet in diameter and: was

shallow because of the bedrock at that pOint. Large boulders

surrounded it, the interstices of which were plastered shut

with clay. On the floor in the west side of ·the room was a

shallow fire pit, about which were scattered several »ieces

of unfired clay dishes.

The importanoe ot the fourth pit house, {Figure 2�

also Plata I B ) in the small recess just off of the cave prop

er, lies in the stratified condition of the accumulation. The

room had a diameter of 6'feet and the floor was 3 feet below

the present surface level. The strata showed up plainly by

maintaining a vertical faee in the digging, and were oom

posed of the following materials! The pit was filled to a

little above the half-way mark with a layer of debriS, cedar

bark, ash, corncobs, and yucca fibers, but no pottery, and

is labelled No. 1 in the diagram; No. 2 was composed of

clean wind-blown sand, certainly representing a period of a

bandonment; No.3 a 6-inch accumulation of ash, corncobs,
e'l

finely woven crescent-toed sandals and a few shreds at fired

potter.y. The·fourth and last stratum was of sand ·again, the
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�ccumulation since the last permanent occupation of the cave.

(

With the artifacts of stratum No.3, which are indicative' of

a higher state of culture than No.1, can be associated an

altogether different type of primitive house structure, which

is discussed later, but which at this point illustrates the an

tiquity of the oircular pit houses from this site.

With none of the cireular pit dwellings was

\I

there found pottery of fired clay, but only unfired fragments,

some of which showed excellently the basket impressions into

which the clay had been formed. Because of this, these habi

tations undoubtedly are the oldest of their kind. That the

circular pit house was in vogue for a long period of time is

evideneed by the fact that it is found from a non-pottery making

stage through to a time when potter,y making was no longer in its

infancy, the development of which, it is believed, was a slow

process.

The gregarious nature of the ancient Southwest

erners and the tendency to congregate in villages is ,well il

lustrated by the Round nouse village near Kayenta, a�ready
mentioned. This village, so called because all of the rooms

are round in form, 1s located eight miles up the Kayenta Wash

west from the government sohoolhouse at Kayenta. Aocording

to Dr. Cummings (4) who carried. on the excavations at this site, ./

the main village has 102 rooms,and a smaller one near by has

(4) Personal conference.
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30 rooms. �he �loors vary from 18 inches to 3 and one-

halt teet below the surface, having been excavated to those

depths. The living rooms range in size from 12 to 20 feet /

in diameter and the store rooms from 5 to 6 feet in diameter.

Charred remains o� woody material in the dwellings indicate

the nature of the superstructure. The rooms were of a type

often referrea to as slab-houses which derive their name

trom the fact that the interior walls of the excavated eham-

bar were lined with stone slabs in order to retain the soil
I

that might be loosened by moisture. (See Plate II, A and B).

Normally, the slab lining is found only in those dwellings

situated out in the open, while similar contemp9rar.y struct

ures in the caves where moisture never penetrated needed no

such protective measures. The"slab-house" then oan be con

sidered as an equivalent to the :pit houses of t�he caves, the

name being purely descriptive of an internal development.

The ·rooms of the. Round. House village show a

marked increase in size over those of earlier times. farther V

to the east as described from Vandal Cave. The enlargement

neoessitated a more complicated method of roofing the pit,

which was acoomplished by planting poles in an upright posi

tion in the floor in order to support the main cross beams

of the roo�. Entrance in most cases was through a door in

the side.

W�at are undoubtedly the most speOialized cir

cular pit houses yet reported, are located in Chaco Canyon, �
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northwestern New Mexico, and were investigated by Dr. Neil

M. Judd.(5) Of special interest is Pit House NO. Z, the plan

of which is recopied here with permission of the author. (Fig'

ure 3). Although half of the structure had been eroded away

by the wash at the time of discovery, the remaining half gives

an excellent idea of the details. Of special interest, also,

are the chief roof supports whioh were placed along the inner

margin of the banquette, and the series o� smaller poles which

were leaned against cross beams around the entire structure.

Exact counterparts of these features will be shown in later

forms of habitation. Entrance was gained, the writer be

lieves, through a hole in the roof,. and down by means ot a

large notched pos�.(6)
To continue the series of structures that are

evident in Vandal Cave: Following the round pit p_ouses des

cribed and stratigraphically post-dating tftose, is a round

structure the floor of which is level with the surface. Re

mains of this style were found in Stratum 3. (Figure �, Pit

House 4). The foundation is composed of a series of�one

slabs set up in a circle. Occasionally between these small
)

posts were set upright, and the wall was carried up between

and around these and above the slabs to a height of 4 to 6

feet. A preponderance of clay was used, mixed with a few

(5)

(6)

Neil M.Judd, Two Chaco Canyon Pit Houses, from Smithson
ian Report tor 1922, publication 2740,1924, p.403.
Ibi�. pp. 404-405
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stones but no attempt was made to place them in courses. The

clay was strengthened with shredded leaves and tassles of

corn. The basement work of stone slabs was undoubtedly sug

gested by tne use of the same in the unproteoted pit dwel�-

I
ings to retain the soil. Furthermore, a clay wal�,as was

made here could be carried up a few f'eet in sheltered places,
but in the open they could not have been made to. withstand

the elements.

In Vandal Cave only the foundations of these

rooms were found. One example which was covered by five feet

of debris is shown in Plate III, A. In this ease remarkably

large posts were alternateQ between the stone slabs.

A large overhang a quarter mile west of Va�dal

Cave oontained several excellent examples of such houses

still. standing and almost complete in detail except for the

roo�. (Plate III, B). The habitation in the right foreground

is built away from the ol-if't wall. and forms nearly A perfect

circle, while all of' the others are built against the living

rock and therefore less regular in shape. Entrance ways were

circular or oval, just large enough to allow the passage of
I

a body t and invariably a foa,t or more above the cave floor.

A few miles fro� the last named site were found

additional remains of the same �pe. The best preserved of

thesetPlate IV, A} was built against the cliff wall as before.

The maximum. diameter of ·the room was 7 feet. The wall was

�ive and one-h�lf' teet at the highest point. and composed of'
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the eharacteristic' clay strengtheped with corn tassle and

leaves and resting u�on the foundation of slab�. The method

of roofing is suggested by the timber impression in the high

est portion of the wal!.. A fire pit ( 'Figure 4 ) outlined V"'

with slabs was looate� in one of the corners o��he room.

The doorway, although incomplete, was sub-ciroular in shape

and approximately 2 and one'!l"half feet in greatest dimension.

Adjoining the room was a small storage chamber. Vfuere the
I

\

walls had fallen away from the cliff, the contact marks were

clearly visible, in as muoh as the clay had been abundantly

plastered on there to close up all crevices. These wall. im

pressions are most remarkable and astonishing on the rock face

in Vandal Cave. In several instances the �tructures were ap

parently carried two stories high with a storage chamber a

bove all. (Figure 5). The'surprising feature is that often

the walls were not truly perpendioular but curved and in

clined one way or the other. One wonders that they stood at

all. (Pla�e IV, B). ,The markings are seen in the cliff

wal� Just behind the oliff pueblo. That these structures

existed prior to the dwellings' of masonry 1s shown by the

fact that the latter are superimposed.

It is difrioult to correlate a two storied

structure with pit dwelling times'. yet the pottery found in
I

them shows contemporanlety with the later phases of the round

pit house period elsewhere. This unusual development may be

considered as purely a local one, and as a subdevelopment of

the true pit house.
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RECTANGULAR,PIT HOUSES

At this point one of the major changes in

house forms takes place. namely, the transition from a round)

to a rectangular pit dwelling. These major alterations are

generally difficult to interpret. !rhe oontrolling faotors

cannot be assigned to 'any one cause since it B�more likely

that a system o� causes oan be held responsible. The remark

haa been made tha.t each transi tion was caused by an outside

influence, an influence foreign to the Pueblo area. If that

were the ease, the gradual evolution so clearlY shown might

be broken here and there by types of houses altogether extra-

neous in the orderly progression. For that reason a purely

local and internal development is more plausible. Further

more it has been shovm beyond �oubt that other phases as pot

tery making and the text1le art enjoyecl a. development free

from outside influences. The same may be assumed for the

development of arohitecture.

That the transition from the round to the reet-

angular pit house was a slow one is quite evident. The large

Ro�d House village near'Kayenta is composed of circular dw�l
(7)

lings only; a pit house village in Chaoo Canyon whioh was

excavated b� F. Roberts contained a mixture of round and rect-

(7) Exception is made to a single reotangular dwelling whioh,
according to Dr. Cummings,belongs in a la.er period and is
not contemporaneous with the round pit dwellings.
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angular structures, while in south�rn Arizona a village has

been partially uncovered which has yielded nothing but rect

angular pit houses, with every indication that the latter

was of much later times. than any village of' round houses 'on

ly. This ex�resses the development in broadest form only.

As the builders became more skilled in the manipulation ot

building materials, one notes their"feelingrr out of a new

form in which there is a gradual. tendency for the pits to

take on a rectangular shape.

Rectangular pit houses have been reported I

from near�y every corner of the Pueblo area, showing that

at one time that custom was practically universal. A cor

relation of the different. villages need.a .. t.o. be accomplished

in order to gain a fuller understanding of the direct re

lationships between them and their relative periods of oc

cupation.

A village from which the history of rectangu

lar pit houses can be interpreted with some degree of ac

curacy has been chosen here for a detailed description,

inasmuch as the literature on that subject is surprisingly

meager. This village lies in an area little studied to date;

namelY,sQuthern Arizona.

During a field trip in the fall of 1925 which

was conduoteQ for a class in Southwestern Archaeology at the

University ot Arizona, Dr. Cummings called attention to the

remains of a village which was marked only by a few broken
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rows of stone. It was situa�d on a moderately high ridge

in the �oothills of the Tanque Verde Mountains about 23 miles

east of Tucson. Repeated trips were made to the site in the

ensuing years;the digging accom�lished during those brief

periods made evident the fact that the village was worthy of

a ·careful and systematio investigation. The excavation of

a�proximately one-half of Tanque Verde Ruin (as it has come

to be known) was accomplished in the closing weeks of Nov

ember and the first week o� December 1927 under the direc

tion of Mr. E.J.Hands. A general plan of the village as

known to date is shown in Figure 6 in the cover pocket.

The uncovered rooms are varying in charaoter

to such an extent that a' detailed description is warranted

of a few of the best ones at least. They are taken up in

what seems to be their chro�ological order as a considera

ble development is shown in form from the remains of this

one village.

The first pit struoture to be considered,

room No. 4a (Figure 7, showing ground floor and cross sec

tion)·, was evident on the surface by a few pro jecting rocks

only. Upon excavation the room was found to be nearly

square. (Plate V, A). The longest dimen�ion being 15 feet

and 4 inches and the floor rest ing ',2 feet and 6· inches

below the present ground surface. Entrance was gained on J

the north side by two steps leading into the chamber, the

first one of stone and the second one of adobe, The corners
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are perceptibly rounded and the�alls and the floor show a

thin application of plaster. In addition to an area of

ashes in front of the entfance on the floor, there were

found the well tilled holes where posts had stood which

served as roof supports. Seven were definitely located,

but others which must have existed were undeterminable. The
-"

post holes are located at an average of 18 inches from the

wall and approximately 3 feet apart. The surface rocks a

bout the outside were set vertically to the face of�he wall

and �uite regularly spaced at an average of a foot apart.

While examining a break in the floor along

the west side o� the room as a possible post hole, a section

of wall was encountered that was found to continue do��ward

1 foot and 4 inches to a seoond floor. Upon tracing this

wall throughout its entire extensions, a second pit house

was outlined, No. 4b,(Figure. 7) which in its general form

agreed with the room above, although smaller. The exact

measurements were, north 14'; south 13' 7*; east 12' 6"; west

10'9". The walls of the underlying pit 4b displayed no true

plaster. They had been, apparently, rubbed smooth and mois

tened and tamped to a hard.ness.

\iliether the interval between the occupations

of these two pits was long or short bas not been determined.

The charaoter of the fill below the floor of 4a, and the

size and shape of 4b suggests the possibility that the prim

ar,y structure was enlarged, the soil aocumulating from this
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operation was thrown into the pit instead of being carried

out, and by leveling it off, it served as the foundation of

the floor for the room that fOllowed. There are some indi-
l

cations that the original structure was abandoned and re-

occupied after a considerable lapse of time. The point to

be noted however is that both the walls and the floor of 4b

show no evidenoe whatever of applied plaster, while the over

lying room exhibits plaster on both members.

Pit house No.5 (Plate V. B) may be con

sidered as a type dwelling o� its kind from the Tanque Verde vi

village, because of 1ts complet'eness in detail. There wa.s

nothing on the surface to indicate its presence,.Qut it was

encountered in the course of testing for Just such struct

ures. Once the earth had been removed, the pit ,was found J

to be nearly re�tangular, the exact dimensions being:

north 16'10tt; south 16'; east l�'; west 10'7" •. (Figure 8)

The depth �_f t!!�f�5>0r .was a mean o:r 3'9lt below the present"

surface and from aJ.l indications t}le surface level at the

time the structure was inhabited was .not far below the pre-

sent one, thus showing a considerable excavation. A clay

lined, bowl-shaped fire pit, 6 inches deep and a toot in

diameter occupied a favorite p�ace near the center of the

room, slightly towards the entrance. The entrance in' the

middle of the south wall o� the room was in excellent oon-

dition and better than any found in the entire village.

Two distinct, hard-packed adobe steps, �8 inches wide, led�

out of' the r-ccn, The first of t;hese was apprOXimately 9
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inches above the floor and the second step about 7 inches

above the latter,

In several plaoes plaster of clay still ad-

hered to the sides of. the' excavated chamber. Referring to

Plate V, B, again, two such patehes may be seen on either

side of the entrance', which curvee outward in oonformi ty to

the, wall.

Careful examination of the somewhat broken

and uneven floor revealed four post holes in which the main

r'oor supports were located. They were set in from the wall

at an average distance of 18 inches. Complete decomposition

of the posts had taken plaoe or they were removed at an early

date. sinoe no trace of them was found in the holes.

The probable method of roofing of pit house
-

No.5 is shown in the reconstruction (Figure 9). The de-

tails beyond the four corner posts, the fire pit and entrance

are inferential. The area between the four corner supports

must certainly have been' flat, and,from the circumference

of the pit to the cross beams above,it is not unlikely that
•

smaller braces were set at an inoline, which supported brush

and. grass, and a final layer of clay.

A comparison of Figures 3 and 8 shows � strik

ing similarity and olose relationship between the round

and reotangular pit houses. The fire pit and the roof sup

ports occupied corresponding positions in both. The ban

quette of the circular structure is not present in the rect-
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angular one 0 f Tanque Verde, and it seems to be a develop

ment peculiar to the former. The position of the entranoe.

whether at the side or in the' roof� was not uniformly ob

served. In the transformation,however, the' fire pit and

the post locations were maintained in practically tm' same

position in both types.

The two rooms just described, although ne�r

each other, were units in themselves. They were not separ

ated by a common, wall. but each Vias dependent upon its own

excavated chamber. One of the underlying elements of. pueblo

architecture, that of building rooms contiguous or adjoining

each other,hacl its beginning at an early date. The tendency

to construct rooms after that fashion,even in the period of

pit houses before walls of any consequenoe were erected, is

seen in three adjacent dwellings (Plate VI,A) (Figure 10).

The rooms, 6, 7, 8, are separated by walls of residual soil

about two feet thick and were plastered over so that origin

ally they might have been takenlTor artificially construct-

ed :partitions.

The dimensions of room 6 were about 23 x 14,

while '1 was a few feet shorter in .length,>:qnd ,8 but a small

chamber 6 x 7, probably used for eto rage pur-pos ee , The dif

ference in floor levels, a chara_cter common .to all pit house

villa.ges, 1s w�11 illustrated' by this group' o� three chambers.
'.

I

The depth to which'the excavatLone we"re made seems to have

been a matter of personal choice- or perserverence, in exca-
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vation. The floor of room 6 is one foot 8 inches below

the surface, as against 2 feet and 7 inches in No. 7 to

the first floor ( there being two floors approximately 4

inches apart). In Plate VI, B, this is well shown by the

two le·ve�s on which the men are standing. The fl'oor of'

room 8 was the shalloweS.t of any found in the village, being

just a. foot below the surfaoe. Conneotion was made with the

adjoining room by a poorly preserved staiT\vay. (Plate VII A)

In the case of rooms la and Ib we have a

clear example of one room imposed. upon another (PIa. te VIII·,

A) (Figure 11). ¥lliether a great length of time is represent

ed between the occupations .o r t·he two ��!uctures is not known.

The potsherds do not diff'er appreciably t but structurally the

houses are vastly different, since the earlier is apparently

of the truepit variety with rounded corners, while the lat

ter is nearly rectangular, square cornered�and bounded,on
three sides by artificially construoted walls of adobe.

Room lLis irregularly shaped as the southeast corner des

cribes a great arc. (Outline<l by trench, Plate VIll A.). On

the north side the ro�m is 1J feet long, and the floor is

approximately 3 fe.et and 10 inches below the present level.

Nearly in the center 0 f t he north VIall is a small storage

room,3 x 4 teet,with its floor slightly elevated above that

of' the room. (Plat e VII J .�B, Miss Hawley is standing in the

chamberl The several small patches of plaster on the n6rth

and south walls, and the hard packed floor evidenof3 much

burning.
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PLATE �

A. THE PASSAGE FROM RooM 7 TOe.

B. PLASTER. APPLIED ON ADOBE

(LEFT) AND ON E�CAVATE.O FACE

WALL

(l\lGHT)
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PLATE 1lIII

A. TAN�UE VEftDt HAtsITATIONS, SHO'''ING ROOM la IMPO�ED UPON Ib

8. THE SMALL �TO"A&E cn�T OFF OF ROOM f
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The imposed room a is nearly rectangular

and considerably larger that�. Its dimensions are: North�

west 20'; northeast 161; southwest 15'; southeast 231• Adobe

walls enclose it on thre� sides while the fourth is bounded

by ,the excavated wal�. The adobe wall, a foot in thickness,
which diagonally cuts room l, is built directly upon the

floor of that room, although the floor of � is a foot a�ove

the latter, or an average of 2 feet and 10 inches below the

surface. In the wal� in the north corner and in the wall

overlooking the bluff. flat rocks with faces flush with the

wall s�face were employed, no doubt for strengthening pur

poses. (Plate IX,A).
Room No. 2a, adjoining room NO. la, is the

central one in a series of three contiguous rooms ,which
technically are not :pit structures. They represent the high

est form of structural development in the Tanque Verde ruin.

(Rooms la, 2at and 3 on Ground Plan, Figure 6 in cover pock

et) (Plate IX, B). They run parallel to the rim o� the hill

and as the slo:pe is downward at the brink, itself, those mar

gins of the rooms were practically built on the surface,

while excavation was necessary farther a.way in order to main-'

tain the floor a.t the same level. The faoe of the excavation

when oarried to the desired level served as one wall, although

in two cases, rooms la and 2a, it was necessary to construct

adobe walls over a part of that '�side where su:per:posi tions

over previous struotures took' :place. The other three -walls

were in all cases built up of adobe and a few rocks. (Fig-

ure 12)
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'PLATE' IX.

A. STONE SLAB RffNFOItC'H5 IN ADOBE \VALL

s. GENEIV\L V'E.'" OF ROOMS ',2.. AMD�
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The dimensions of room 2a are l5 x 23

feet, forming a nearly perfect rectangle. The floor was

an average of two feet and 5 inches below the surface. A

firepla�e. in the oenter of the habitation was made merely

by placing stones in a small circle on the floor to retain

-the fire. The entrance was probably located near the south

corner, facing the edge of the hill. Several patches. of

plaster which had been buried may be seen in Plate VII,E,

being applied to artifical1y constructed walls and exca

vated faces of chambers alike. The east corner was left

unexcavated in order to preserve a fine oactus specimen.I

The wall. paralleling the brink of the ele

vation ·was approximately 2 feet thick and set with numer

ous stone slabs for strengthening purposes. The dividing

walls between rooms average a foot in thickness and were

irregularly reenforced with stones. The wall material is

rather course in texture, containing many small bits of

rock. It is very hard and resistant and was probably put

down in the shape of �turtle backsTf while in a plastic con

dition.

A peculiar feature of this room is the great

number of post holes.· Out of a probable twenty, fourteen

were definitely located. They are all set in from the wall

about 18 inches and run parallel to it at an average of

3 foot intervals. The.r occurred with such regularity that
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the distances could be measured and the post holes loca

ted without muoh difficulty. Uhere the floor had been

broken through or was poorly preserved, the �its could

not be detected with accuracy. The great size of this

room may account in part for the number of roof supports,

although this may also be due to a dearth of long roof

timbers or to a minor ohange in the plan of roof con

struction.

The smal� compartment 2 b is in all prob

ability a part of a previous pit dwelling much the ,same

as in the case of rooms I a and 1 b. The floor levels

are identical, making it impossible to trace the f'loor

of 2 b under the floor of the later room. The offset

in the north wall o� 2 b showed much evidence of fire and

was probably used as a fireplace.
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EVOLUTION OF THE PIT HOUSE

The �oregoing examples of reotangular

pit houses from a single village suggests a series of

changes and a suooession that is olear and oonvincing.

The prinoipal oontrolling faotor upon whioh the emer

gence at a pit house to a surface structure can be based

is indicated by the several types of rooms. While it is

admitted that these are only single examples at eaoh of

the three phases oited from the Tanque Verde ruin, these

examples fall harmoniously into the completed series, and

agree oonformably with the theoretical interpretation of

the evolution of the pit house. The relationships of the

rectangular pit dwelling to the massive surface. structures

typified by Casa Grande, which occur at opposing ends of

the soale are made clear in this genetio series.

In Figure 13, the changes are registered

in composite manner. Room l in the initial step was the

smallest encountered; a true pit structure. It evi

denced no plaster in any form and the eorners were per

oeptibly rounded. The superimposed room!. is identical

with :!2.. of step 2 in that both show applied plaster was

excavated to the same approxima(e depth, and had the same

characteristics in general. Adobe comes into use for the

first time in the case of room 2a in the wall intersecting 1.
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The size of the room has increased, the corners haye be

come square, or nearly so, and the rooms are separated by

a common wall, only. The depth of the floor is constantly

decreasing. At this point the structures begin to indicate

that they were' built according to a preconceived plan, but

still maintained �wo pit house features: one, the same meth

od of roofing as shown by the position of the post holes,

and second, a partial dependency upon the excavated chamber

wa11 on which the plaster was directly applied.

Step 3 re'presents small cl�sters of rooms,

one story high, the ruins of which are trequently found in

the valleys of southern Arizona. The floors are on the

surface of the ground, and the wall material was mostly

adobe with a few rock about the base. The manner or roof

ing has not been determined. This structural type was the

immediate forerunner of the massive compoUnQ villages such

as Casa Grande. A thickening of·the walls strengthened

them sufficiently to support three and even four stories.

Step 4 roof supports .1m the shape of posts

have been done away with, as the beams upholding the floors

of rooms above were imbedded in the walls.

Thus with the appreciation of the servia

ability of adobe, firs.t as plaster on exoavated faces and

later in structural walls, the floors of the dwellings

tendeQ to emerge from below the ground to the surface.

The shape of the rooms and their relation to each other
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were also dependent upon the increasing use of adobe.

This succession which culminated with the

great adobe pueblos of the Gila drainage and south, is

applieable only to the southern part ·of the Pueblo area.

In the nort.hern limits a similar development undoubtedly

took place but the controllng element was the develop

ment of masonry.
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"SMALL HOUSEsrr

To return again to the sequence' where it was:

left for this brief digression, we arrive at the first

true surfaoe structure. More or less isolated rectangular

habitations have been variously treated'as belonging in

early and comparatively late stages in the 'seri,es. Iso

lateQ structures could undoubtedly be traoed over a long

period of time inasmuch as most of them represent tempor-

ary dwellings built near agricultural fields. During all

periods perhaps the best known types of this eharacter

have been described as "small housesn (8), and are taken

up at this point in the discussion because it has been

assumed by some that tA8 small housoorepresent the first

phase of surface dwelling after the idea of a semi

subterranean habitation had been outgrown.

The authors of the monograph from wrrich the

following information 1s t.aken , make no attempt ,to give

the "small houses" a re1ative position in the chronology,

perhaps because at the time of writing the stages were not

so well understood. The structures given as examples of

smail houses are usually single and s ome t tmee double. rect

angular rooms. and units in themselves. The average size

(8) Colton, M.R.F. and lI.S., The Little Known Small House
Ruins in the Coconino For�st. Memoirs Am.Anth.Asso.,vol.
No.4,Lancaster,19l8.
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appears to be about 12 x 1-5 feet. In a few cases the

floors are excavated slightly below the sur_rounding sur�

face level. From some rooms potsherds are reported to be

extremely rare, in others no decorated s��s were found,

while still ot�ers 1�elded stir@[s of red on black and

black on white snr�s. This last named factor may not de

note a considerable degree of difference in time, but it

1s more likely that it does, a�d that the praotice of

building small. Lsc'Lat ed houses was common over a long per

iod of time.

The writer is of the opinion that the

sma11 houses do not signify a specific phase of habitation

although it may be perfectly logical to suppose that some

of them may represent intergradations between the rectang

ular pit houses and the later compact village. During the

time of reotangular pit houses ·the people were already well

on the road to an urban existance - constructing rooms side

by side and congregating often in large numbers. The small

houses do not display thi� character and it is hardly reas

onable to t.hink that a reversion to a previous form took

place after village life was once established. Much knoWl

edge 1s to be desired concerning these structures and for

the present it �?uld be extremely unwise to assert that

they exemplify a general state of culture.
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UNIT-TYPE STRUCTURES

With the emergence of t,he rectangular

pit house to a surface structure the foundation of a true

oommuna1 house was. laid. Rooms in small .numbers were cl.ose-

ly knit together, conserving labor by making one wall serve

two rooms and forming clusters which were units unto them

selves. Because of this tact a very significant group of f
I' •• �

dwellings have been designated as ""unit-type" structures '\
\

by Prudden who was first to desoribe and correlate them(9).
Their remains have been chiefly studied in the San Juan

"

area between Mesa Verde in Colorado and Comb W.ash in Utah.

A sufficient number have be� located and studied so that

the discoverer firmly believes that the unit-type dwell

ings are indicative ot a distinct phase of oceupatio�.

A description of them in Prudden's

words reads: "They commonly consist of a square-oornered, '\.

flat-roofed, one-storied stone or stone and adobe house

or pueb1o; wi th usually one or two abort rows of small·

rooms; sometimes with side wings, without doors in the

outer walls but in the roof, and facing southward. An

underground passage-way leads from the floor of one of'

(9) Prudden, T.M., The prehistoric ruins of the San Juan
watershed in Utah,Arizona,Colorado and New Mexico,Am.Anth.,
n.s.,vol. 5, No.2, 234, Lancaster, 1903.
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the center rooms of the pueblo to the banquette le,vel of

a subterranean circular kiva, either close to or a few feet

southward. n' (]D) Figure 14, ground floor)

Prudden is of the opinion that this, mode

of' he-use building represents the germ of the true pueblo

architecture, but some of the features to which he ealls

attention, such as room arrangement, masonr,y of trimmed

stones, and kiva oonstruction, appear too far advanced to

be' oonsidered the beginnings of pueblo architecture! He

ascribes them to the "middle period of pueblo level- (II)

but what the first o.nd third levels, are, are not given, al

though the rectangular pit houses and the large cliff pueb

los are undoubtedly meant. He further observes that the

masonry of the unit-type dwellings is inferior to that of

the large clift pueblos of Mesa Verde; the potter.y is less

specialized, and a surprising uniformity in kiva construct

ion exists. In a final statement Prudden points out that

I1mqny of the larger complex ruins in the district are com

posed in part, at least, of a number of units.U (12) Noth

ing is said about the comparative age of the latter ruins,

but in event of a reasonable assum�tion that they do represent

(10) ·Prudden, T.M., A further study of prehistoric small
house, ruins in tha San Juan Vlatershed. Memoirs Am.Anth.
Asso.tvol. V, No.1, Lancaster 1918, p. 45.
(11) PrudQen, T.M., 1918, p. 46
(12) Ibid. p. 48
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a later stage, then another clear point of transition 1s

to be seen.

The correlation of unit-type structures

in the San Juan drainage with ruins of southern Arizona

has never been seriously attempted. From the angle c£: houses

alone, the unit-type structures appear to be direotly relat

ed �o the southern single-storied, adobe ani rock walled

type of step :3 in Figura 13, for they both ocoupy a posi

tion in the series immediately following the rectangular

:pit house phase. The writer believes that the contempora�

niety or the two types could be further established by a

study of other cultural traits.
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LATE PUEBL{)i-pERIOD

Once the urban idea came into vogue,

it was but a short step for several sma11 communities of

unit-type dwellings to band together and construot a large,

loosely amalgamated village in whioh the unit-type struct

ures are still recognizable. Perhaps several factors were

responsible far' this banding together. One, purely SOCiolog

ical, an:. expression of the gregarious nature of man in which

his struggle for existance could be made lighter by living

in numbers, and another, that they were forced to a communal

life in order to protect themselves from infiltration of no

madic peoples.
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1mLTIPLE UNIT-�YPE STRUCTURES

Dr. Kidder, who has given this phase

careful consideration is quoted in the following passage:

_
"Of larger aggregations, formed of

several unit-type houses gathered together, there seem to
be nUmbers north ot the San Juan, Such settlements are

easily distinguishable from the compact Mesa Verde type
pueblos that oceur in the same range, by the fact that they
are usually built in the open country rather than about can

yon heads, by their straggling arrangement, mediocre mason

r.y, lack of towers and particularly by their somewhat less
specialized potter.1_ ••

� (13)

In recognition of the fact that several

dwellings of the unit-type were consolidated to form a larg

er village,they have been termed as "multiple unit-type"

ruins. They can be spoken of general� as unplanned vil

lages. It is quite evident that the large settlements of

this time expanaed chiefly by gradual addition, the rooms

being added on where the location was most suitable. This

holds true in part for the large villages tom discussed

later, but the chief differenoe lies in that there was no

apparent attempt to follow a preconceived plan.

(13) Kidder. 1924, p , 67
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�THE GREAT �UEBLOS

The period from the beginning of the

multipte unit-type struetures through to the advent of the

Spaniards. marks by far the most Etrik1ng development in

Pueblo architecture. Concentration of the po�ulation brought

more minds together which worked in unison in perfecting a

type of architecture that stands- alone in the world. It was

a period of elaborations, a time when man was not content to

make a shelter that served that purpose only, but one that

was pleasing to look at as well. The house was beginning

to feel the expression of his aesthetic sens�. Vfuile the

fundamental elements remained oonstant, a great diversifi

cation of details and regional specializations took pLac e ,

The great pueblos that resulted from the

massing together of" the people portray one feature that was

heretofore unnoticed, namely, that structures, in part at

least, were carried to completion according to a plan that

was made beforehand. The attainment of' this principle must

certainly be considered the greatest of all, sinee it is

the basis upon which all architecture is built.

Pueblo Bonito, (Plate X, A ) the might

iest of all prehistoric pueblos, stands out as an example

from the northern limits of the Pueblo area as a Village.

parts of which were reared according to a well thought

plan.· (Figure 15) It also stands out as a monument to



PLATE X

A. PUEBLO eON,'TO NEW ME)(�C.O

B. GILA VALl.&::'( Aft'ZONA
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its builders, who were masons of wonderful skill, showing

the peak of perfection to which that art was carried by

the ancient Pueblans.

The region to the south in the great

Gila drainage boasts of builders who worked in a different

medium. Their houses may be seen to-day in the broad val

leys, blending into the surroundings,for the clay of which

they are made was taken from near where they stand. Casa

Grande must always remain the most notable example from this

region and of' this type. (Pla�e X, B ). Its massive walls

of adobe, the room arrangement and the four-story height

were not the result of a day's thought, but the �irst stages
I

must be looked for in the pit ho�ses and then traced upward

step by step as has already been shown. Immediate planning

was necessary to be sure, in plotting the compound, the lo

cation of the dwellings and the details of the dwellings

themselves 0

In the cliff pueblos the room arrange

ment was largely controlled by the configuration of the

cave, so that when viewed as a un1t,they present little

or no evidence of symmetry. Careful planning to the ex

tent that pains were taken to put the doorways and peep-
I

holes in related positions is seldom in evidence. Mr. E.

John Hands, who during the spring and summer of 1927 car

ried on explor�tions in northeastern Arizona for the Ari

zona State Museum, reports a small cliff pueblo which is
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unique in composition for pueblo architecture.- It was

located in a minor canyon known as Deer Track Canyon, a

H.t!J -

feeder of Canyon�Chelly. At one time the structure stood

three stories high, but to-day there remain only the first

two and the mere "foundationtt of the third. The f'irst two

stories, however, wil� illustrate the Qesired pOint. (Plate X�.

The doorways were placeCl in direct per

pendicular line above each other. The peep-holes are like

wise symmetrically located, about the same distance from

the doors on both sides, and approximately equally high a

bove the floors. It is oQvious that the placing of these
f'

features was not accidental, but instead they we+e located

with an eye that endeavored to beautify the a:w.>earance of

the s.tructure. Small and inconspicuous as this dwelling

may be, it is demonstrative of the ever mounting desire to

perfect the home.
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PLATE XL

CLIFF'

PMOTO laY ....I'IOS

D\VELUNG IN OEER.. T�C.K C.ANYON
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CAVATE DWELLINGS

It may be' \vell to interpolat·e at this

point a type ,of dwellings that do not logically fal� in

the series here presented. Cavate lodges, although.oc

cupied by the pueblo people, are so utterly different from

the usual conception of pueblo habitations and so unique in

oharacter, that they are worthy of mention in a class by

themselves.

Cavate dViell.ings are best described as

artificial caves which have been cut into soft rock forma

tions and occupied as domestio habitations. Their occur

rence 1s uncommon <:l.nd they can be localized into four gen

eral areas : 1) in the San Juan drainage near the mouth;

2) on the west side of the Rio Grande near Pueblo santa

Clara; 3) on the east slope of the San Francisco Mountains;

and 4} on the midQle Verde River near Camp Verde. (l4)

The last named area contains many ex

cellent examples of cavate dwel�ings; in fact there are

said to be thousands along the banks of the Verd.e River.

The type examples which are given here were taken from an

extensive village about nine miles down the rIver from

(14} Mindeloff, C.t Aboriginal Remains in Verde Malley,
Arizona.
B.A.E. Report 13, p. 217.
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Camp Verde. The village conta.ined over 300 rooms, all

hewn out of the solid rock. The entrances, as they ap

peared in the cliff face, are well seen in Plate XII ,A.

The cavate lodges often consist o� a

cluster of rooms, one principal chamber, off or which

from one to four smaller ones have been excavated. These

usually have no ather outlet except small low doors into

the largest room. Entrance is gained through a passage

from the cliff face, usuallYwalled up with stone an[ clay

if too large. Not infre�uently a number of olusters are

connected by narrow passages. (Figure 16). The lodges

are limited to circular or oblong shapes; rectangular cham

bers being necessarily more diffioult to make. They range

from 10 to 30 feet in diameter and have a domeQ ceiling

from five to six feet high. Plate XII, B, shows the in

terior of a cavate lodge and the entrance into adjoining

rooms. The time element of the cavate dwellings is gen

erally conceded t9 he contemporary with the later phases

of the pueblo culture. There are no reasons to believe

that they hark back to pit house times.

The deviation from a well established

ty:ge of architecture' to cava�e lqdges must be accounted

for by a number- of related. reasons. Cliff reces.sea had

a.lready been long sought for shelters prior to their time

of construction. Small natural depressions in the soft

rock were undoubtedly utilized as larger re.cesses were
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PLATE

A. CAVA"rE LODGES IN VERDE VAUE'{

a. INTER-lOR c..AVATE \..OOOtE
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not too plentiful. The friable nature o� the rock was

detected,and as the occasion demanded, expansions and

enlargements were made by breaking out secb tone-or the

soft rock. Other people were attracted to the vicinity.

because of the practicability of such �bitations. The

rooms cut into the living rock eoul.d not suffer from fire

as did their other homes very frequently. They were warm

in winter C:'l.na. cool in summer and were practically impreg

nable to enemy forces.

The occurrence of cavate dwellings is

certainly controlled by the rock formations which were

suited for that purpose. The �dea of excavating was

suggested by previous experiences in cliff de�ressions;
hence the closer relationship to the cliff houses is

clear, �ut the di�rerence in structure is due to .physic

al environment.
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PERIOD OF DECADENQE

Following that period of conoentration

o� population into large communities which is marked by

great architectural achievements such as Pueblo Bonito,

Betatakin and Mesa Verde, the' Pueblo area experienced a

contraction of territory and a general diminishing of pop

ulation. In other words the culture reached the peak of

development in the large community life. and then for reas

ons not too well understood,a period of gradual degene.ratnon

took p1aoe which is arbitrarily brought to a close at the

beginning of the Spanish occupation.

The changes in house types that transpired

during this age of cultural decadence up to the 16th

century are not well known. The tendenoy has been to

study those pueblos which antedate the historical period

by as many centuries as possible, with the result that

the important connecting period between the historic and

the prehistoric has been neglected.

Three sites can be noted on which'sys

tematic excavations have been undertaken. The first of

these is A-wa-t'o:'bi, which was studied by Fewkes in 1893,
in an attempt to verify a Tusayan legend. The village was

destroyed approximately in the year 1100, after a long
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undetermined period of ocoupation.(15) Hodge conducted

investigations over a period of years at Hawikuh, near the

present inhabited Pueblo of Zuni in New Mexico. Hawlkuh

was occupied until 1670. It likewise was given to a

long period of occupation prior to its historical con

tacts.(16) The third pueblo 1s Pecos in New Mexico, ID_1ch

was considered the largest and the strongest of the pueblos

up to the 18th century. (17) According to Kidder, whose

work has laid bare the ruins of Pecos, the earliest occu

pation took place at about Pueblo Bonito time and the final

evacuation, occasioned by the inroa.ds of" predatory tribes,

took place in 1838. (18)

The foregoing three pueblo villages,

A-wa-to-bl, Hawikuh, and Pecos, which were inhabited for'

an indefinite but long period, shown by the extensive de

bris accumulations, and. which were abandoned some time at..

ter' historical connections were established. display certain

(15) F Fawkes, ;I.W., A-lfIla-to-bi; an archaeological veri
fication of a Tusayan legend. l�eriean Anthropologist,
vol. 6, No.4, Washington 1893, p. 363.
(16) Hodge, F.W., Reoent Excavations at Hawikuh, El
Placio, vol. XII, No.1, Santa Fe, 1922, p.3.
(17) Kidder, 1924, p.14
(18) Ibid., Personal conference.
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differences: in architectural traits. In keeping with the

general cultural degeneration prior to the 16th century,

the houses were less :perfectly built; the m�sonry became

conspicu�usly crude and sloven; � the dwellings were sel

dom more than two stories' high, and the tendency to scat

ter out and make the villages less compaot began to show

itself.
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- I

MOD ERN P U E B LOP E RIO D

Concerning the present inhabited pueblos

little need be said. The hundz-eda of villages that extended

over the Southwest centuries ago have been reduoed to-day

to but a mere handful of 26 v;tllages. whi ch are ohiefly

localized along the Rio Grande in New Mexioo, and in north

central Arizona. In them we see the final stages of pueblo

construotion, characterized by the disconnection of groups

of buildings. The modern Hopi village of Oraibi is an ex

oellent example of this. (Figure 17 in cover pocket).

Like the architecture of the Mayas. the Greeks, and the

Egyptians, the architecture of the Pueblans slowly ascend

ed to a great peak of development, andfuen deolined to a

humble end. The villages in many respects are much like

they were centuries ago. and as such, they show very vivid-

ly the life and conditions that once existed in the in

numerable pueblos, now re:presented only by mounds and piles

of rock. To-day, the Pueblans continue to build their

houses in the terraced fashion, one tier of rooms above the

other, but the care and precision to be seen in the classio

al structure has been lost. Due. perhaps, to the influence

. of the present oivilization families occasionally break a

way from the large communal dwelling and ereot their homes
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near by t with the result that the villages are becoming

more loosely associated.

Pueblo architecture has suftered but

little from the effects of the architecture of the white

man. The more progressive have taken to glass windows,

replacing the small peep-holes, and to frame doors, doing
.

away· with the small doorways of old. In other respects

the structures remain qUite orthodox.

There seems to be a peculiar signific

ance in the faot that the Pueblo Indians have been�athe

to introduoe foreign ideas. If this principle has con

trolled the development of the house of the Pueblo Indian

in the Southwest,as we-may be sure it has,in past centu+ies,

then the large communal· house is truly a native and indigin

·ous product, having as its anc ee to.ra the dwell.ings 0f small

er dimensions as have been here described.
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THE KIVA

The two features that have made Pueblo

architecture so olltstanding are the distinctive grouping of

the houses in terraced arrangements, and the underground circu

lar kiva. The preaence and the distribution of the latter in

troduces certain facts that cannot be easily overlooked or mis

understood.

The typical kiva is a semi-subterranean,

ciroular room which was usuall¥entered through a hatchway in

the flat roof. The features which persist most consistantly

are the so-called ventilating shaft, which is a concealed

passage from the floor of the chamber to the outSide, locat

ed.usually on the south side of the room; the deflector or

altar stone which is always found between the mouth of the

ventilating shaft and the fire pit, in the oenter of the room;

and the "sipapu", a small hole in the floor between the fire

pit and the north wall, which is believed to have served as

the ceremonial entrance to the nunderworld".

The usage o.f the kiva in modern villages

gives us some explanation as to the possible purposes for

which it was employed in ancient times, taking it· for granted

that the present kiva is a survival. Its function was primar

ily religious.

The opinion that the kiva is an outgrowth

of the prim! t'ive e emt -eubber-ranean pit house is becoming gen

e�ally accepted. Possibly the oldest definitely reoognized
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kiva has been excavated in the Round House village near

Kayenta, to which referenoe has already been made. It was

36 feet in diameter and had. the customary fire pit,or fire

platform in this case, in the center, but without the other

features.

A pit house village in Chaco Canyon, un

covered by F.R.Roberts, which the writer has had the privil

ege to visit, contained several rooms that were strongly sug

gestive of being the forerunners of the kiva. The village

was composed off round and nearly rectangular rooms. Several

of the larger rooms,which in all probability were used sole

ly as habitations, displayed certain features comparable to

the ventilator, deflector, and fire pit of the later kivas •

•

D�ing the unit-type dwelling' stage

kivas were well developed. there being one with each small

cluster of xooms. Kivas are found in abundance in practio-

ally all major pueblos of the northern part of the Pueblo aT¥ea

and have been carried on down to the present day, although

some of them have been modified.

The evolution and the distribution of

the kiva lays the fQundation for two facts whioh are deemed

important in a study of pueblo house types. The deve.lopment

of the round kiva, starting with the ciroular pit house, as

intimated, yet progressing independently in lat�r times in

an environment of rectangular rooms only is important and

convinoing evidenoe relating to the antiquity of the round
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�it house, thus fitting wel� into s�aession of house types

here given.

The distribution of' kivas is confined

to little more than the San Juan area. None have yet been

recognized in the southern area. It seems that this fact

would tend to localize the great and major development of

pueblo architecture into that one region, the San Juan drain

age, whenoe have come the best examples of round pit houses,

being further indication that the kiva is an outgrowth of the

primitive pit house.
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DIS C U S S ION

The foregoing presentation of facts

concerning the succession of house types seems to include

all major steps in the series. That minor architectural

differences and variations will come to light in future

study must be e:4pected, and it would be extremely unwise

to endeavor to draw final conclusions in ,that respect here.

While the transitional stages between the main periods were

not identified as such a few years ago, ,the faot remains

that transitional periods have been found and that the evi

dence tends to show that the development of house structures,

as with pottery and textiles, has been almost entirely a loc

al and independent one.

\'Jhether the earliest southwestern house

was southwestern in the sense that it was indigeno�s envolves

a study not wi thin the scope of this work. Suffice it. to say

that the earliest forms are rather unlike any others on the

continent, while the earliest civilization in the Southwest

1s not found to be the oldest on the continent. We may infer

that the earliest immigrants brought with them the germ of

house structure, but once here the devel�pment was not de

termineQ by influence from without.

Pueblo architeoture was built upon the

foundation of one single cultural pursuit, namely. agr'ioul

ture. The cult'ivation of rood plants required a sedentary
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form of life which allowed for construction of permanent hab

itations. Of the several types, of building styles that were

developed, the terraced pueblo came to be the most distinctive

institution of the entire culture.

A noteworthy theory has been proposed by

Fewkes in regard to the variations of architectural traits

in the northern and southern parts of the Pueblo area. Fewkes

says:

�A �y'pical cliff dwelling of the southern
type occurs on the u;pper Salt River, a tributary of the Gila,
situated not far from Roosevelt dam•••• � Although of large
size, its ground plans show no circular or other room that
can be identified as a kiva •••• All rooms have right angles
and are somewhat larger than those of' the Mesa Verde cliff
dwellings. The unusually thick layer of adobe plastering
covering the inside and outside of the rooms is also charac
teristic of these rooms ••••

tt (19)

The chief points of distinction are made

because of the presence of kivas in the north and the absence

of the same in the south, and the excellency of stone masonry,

and the more elaborate roof structures in the northern area.

In oonsequenoe Qf these differences Fewkes arrives at the

following decision:

"My conclusion is tha.t the'rise, culmin
ation, and ,decline" of two different phas ee of architecture
occurred in two regions of the Southwest, each developing
independently or along -its own lines of growth." (20)

That two types of architecture nearly

identical structurally developed ind.ependently in regions

(19) Fewkes,J.W•• Two �es of Southwestern Cliff Dwellings,
from Smithsonian Report, 1921, Pub. 2609,1921,p.425.

(20) I ebid. p. 4�6.
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very close together geographically is hardly possible.

The appa.rent absence of kivas in the south need not imply

that none existed, as it is possible that they have not yet

been �ecognized.. On the other hand the limited distribu

tion of the same, as shown in previous pages, would entire

ly account for their abseno.e in the south.

The excellency of masonry in the north

and a more abundant use of adobe in the south is due partly

to environment. It is to be expected that in a region where

laminated sandstones are plentiful masonr,y should reach a

high degree of development, while in another region where

that medium is absent the next best constructi9n material

would be utilized, which,in the ease of the southern region,

is adobe. The massive adobe compound-type pueblos of the

Gila valley appear to differ greatly from the rock pueblos

of the San Juan; and so they do, but in little more than

materials. The terraced houses of the two regions were not

arrived a.t inde:pendently-, but were the result of themexpansion

or a germ idea from a'aultural center.(21)

(21) The stages leading up to the completion of the Casa
Grande type structure has been shown in the sequenoe of
Tanque Verde pit houses. Adobe was considered to be the
controlling factor in the development of this peculiar style
of architeoture.
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SUMMARY

Summarizing briefly, we have the follow

ing facts at our dis�osal: HYpothetically there must exist a

stage of culture which precedes that so far termed Cave Dwel

ler Period (the earliest of which we have positive evidence),
for the. Cave Dwellers had already developed certain traits

beyond a point of crudeness. The basal member in the se

quence of house types is re�resented by the earliest known

remains from the Cave Dweller Period. The initial type em

bodies a permanent framework of light poles, set up in lean

to fashion against the cave wall in protected overhangs,
.

oovered with brush or oedar bark, and more or less circular

in shape, depending upon its :position in the cave. The in

ability to construct walls lei to the exoavation of a pit,

which decreased the height of the structure above ground, and

also at£orded a more habitable shelter. The circular pits,

the earliest ones small, gradually increased in size. were

built both in caves and in the open, and were elaborated to

the extent of having four main roof supports set in from the

wall, making the central portion of the roof flat and the re

mainder inclining at an angle from the roof beams to the

ground. The next step, a gradual one to be sure, transformed

the circular pit house into a rectangular structure, in whmh

certain of the characteristios were retaineQ. During this
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period a village existence was well started. The rooms

became oontiguous, although not yet separated by artificial

walls. Acquiring the ability to construct walls, of rook in

the north and of adobet chiefly, in the south, the pit ele

ment is abandoned and the floors of the rooms emerged to

the surface of the ground. Rooms were built in adjoining

position, creating the small communal unit-type dwellings.

Consolidation of several of the latter into the larger com

munal dwellings known as multiple unit-type structures in

troduced the beginning of urban conditions. The massing of

the population into centers. led to an adclitional forward

step. The pueblo artisans united their efforts in building

large impressive pueblos which were made according to a plan,

at least in part. Suoh villages to-day typify pueblo archi

tecture at its best. A general period of deterioration fol

lowed, closing arbitrarily with the beginning of the histor

ical period. Communities of this stage are characterized by

somewhat more loosely amalgamated pueblos. The last and final

stage iq pueblo architecture 1s distinguished by the disengage

ment and segregation of small clusters of rooms from the par

ental unit. The latter express very vividly the impairment

of the pueblo when contrasteQ with the unsurpassed structures

of the Late Pueblo Period. In a chart on the following page

the principal changes in house forms and type examples are.
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SUCCECiS\ON OF HOUse TYPES IN THE PUEBLO AR.EA.,

HOUSE FO�MS TYPE 'S.XAMPL£S

MODERN

PUE§LO
PER.IOD

LOOSE MODER.N "ILLMES ORAIB'
I�LETA

LATE

PUEBLO

EARLY

PUEBLO

PER.\OD

SAN .JUAN

D£CAI)ENT PUEBLOS

G"5AT "GGR£

GATe MUL'TI-

'STOIt..£ D SToM£

PUEBLOS

MUL.TIPLE UNIT

TYPE

UNIT- "�PE
D'W£L.L'"G S

lARGE MULTI- PUE8LO 8ONI"1'O

�TOR'£I> A.DOGE BE..TA"AkIN

PUESLOS

c;."'.U.IiD IN CASA Q.AA"DE

COMPOUND�

AWATOe., "'''''',KUM
PECoS

'

�ECTANCiULA� P\T

,",OUSES

�O\JND PIT t-\OUSES

LtAM - TO S"EL"ER.�

TAMG)UE V�RPE-

C.ffAc.o C.A NYO"

RO&JND IolOUSE VILLA&it

O'VEllER..
MONUMENT
"�LL£V



recorded. (22)

As a culture area the Southwest stands

out pre-eminently because here were developed traits -aroh

itecture especially - that have never been paralleled any

where in the world. The ruined pueblos, self made monu

ments of' an ancient people, ca� be traced through their

successive stages of development from a rudimentary begin

ning, upwardS, through a period of ascendency and then down

wards to the present day.

(22) It will" be noted tha� following the rectangular pit
house phase, the column is divided into two parts to show
the types developed in the San Juan drainage and those de-·
veloped in sQuthern Arizona.
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